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Aspectual composition, discussed systematically at least since Verkuyl 1972, is 
an interaction between properties of a verbal predicate and properties of its 
argument(s) in determining telicity of VP and/or a clause. In English and similar 
languages, verbs like eat can head either telic of atelic VPs depending on 
characteristics of their internal incremental (Krifka 1998 and elsewhere) argument.  
 
(1)  Telic perfective sentences in English 
 a.  Indefinite DP based on a singular countable noun 




in ten minutes. 
 b. Definite DP based on a singular countable noun 




in ten minutes. 
 c. (In)definite DP with a cardinal numeral 




in ten minutes. 
 d. Definite plural DP 




in ten minutes. 
 
(2) Atelic perfective sentences in English 
 a. Indefinite mass DP 
 John ate soup 
OK
for ten minutes/*in ten minutes. 
 b. Indefinite plural DP 
 John ate apples 
OK
for ten minutes/*in ten minutes. 
 
(1)-(2) differ as to their telicity, as evidenced by the common test on co-
occurrence with durative and time-span adverbials. Since all the sentences in (1)-(2) 
contain the same past perfective verb form, ate, one has to conclude that the source 
of the variable behavior of the VP are properties of the internal argument of eat. I 
will be referring to the pattern in (1)-(2) as English-type aspectual composition. In 
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the literature, a number of accounts for the aspectual compositional effects like (1)-
(2) have been proposed, including Krifka’s mereological theory (Krifka 1998 and 
elsewhere), Verkuyl’s PLUG
+
 theory (Verkuyl 1993 and elsewhere), Rothstein’s 
theory of contextual atomicity (Rothstein 2004), and a family of theories framed 
within the degree semantics framework (Hay et al. 1999, Kennedy, Levin 2008, 
Piñon 2008, Kennedy 2012).  
In a nutshell, Krifka’s account for the English-type aspectual composition 
consists of two ingredients. First, verbs like eat denote incremental relations between 
individuals and events which guarantees a homomorphism from objects to events. 
Secondly, both complex event descriptions (i.e. VPs like eat three apples, eat apples, 
etc.) and their nominal arguments (three apples, apples, etc.), if analyzed as 
predicates, can be characterized as cumulative or quantized. A predicate is quantized 
iff whenever it applies to an entity x, it does not apply to any proper part of x. A 
predicate is cumulative iff whenever it applies to distinct entities x and y it also 
applies to their mereological sum.  
What nominals like ‘the apple’, ‘three apples’, ‘the apples’, etc., have in 
common is: if analyzed as predicates of individuals, they all are quantized. For 
instance, no proper part of an entity which can be described as three apples is three 
apples. Expressions like eat the apple, eat three apples, eat the apples, etc., if 
analyzed as event predicates, are quantized, too. No proper part of an event in which 
three apples are eaten can be described as eat three apples. Similar reasoning applies 
to cumulativity. (See, however, Krifka 1998: 218-219 for significant qualifications.) 
Since the incremental relation establishes a homomorphism from objects to 
events, an event predicate is quantized (i.e., telic) if its nominal argument is 
quantized. It fails to be quantized if this is not the case. Thus, in eat three apples and 
eat apples, the relation between the theme and the event argument is incremental; in 
the course of the event an apple /apples is/are eaten part by part, and the temporal 
progress of the event corresponds to the spatial extent of what is being eaten. Since a 
proper part of three apples is not three apples, eating a proper part of three apples is 
not eating three apples, hence eat an apple is quantized. In contrast, a proper part of 
apples is still apples, so if e is an event of eating apples, then a proper part of e is 
also an event of eating apples.  
Russian and many other languages make a case for Russian-type aspectual 
composition (Krifka 1992, Verkuyl 1999, Piñon 2001, Paslawska, von Stechow 
2003, Filip 1999 and elsewhere; Tatevosov 2014). In Russian, perfective verbs 
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restrict interpretation of the internal incremental argument. Undetermined 
plural/mass incremental arguments receive the definite interpretation whereby 
they refer to the maximal individual consisting of all entities of a particular type 
available in the universe of discourse. The verbal predicate is obligatorily telic. This 
is illustrated in (3): 
 
(3)  Perfective sentence; undetermined plural DP, cf. (1d) and (2b) 
 Vasja s’’-e-l         jablok-i (za dva čas-a  /  
 Vasja PRF-eat-PST.M apple-ACC.PL in two-ACC hour-GEN  
* dva čas-a). 
two-ACC  hour-GEN  
 1. ‘Vasja ate (all) the apples (in two hours).’ 
 2. * ‘Vasja ate apples (for two hours).’ 
 
Maximality is an entailment of (3). Explicit indication that there are individuals 
not involved in the event yields a contradiction:  
 
(4)  #Vasja s’’-e-l  jablok-i, no  osta-l-o-s’  ešče   
Vasja PRF-eat-PST.M apple-ACC.PL but remain-PST-N-REFL more 
neskol’ko. 
a.few 
 ‘Vasja ate (all) the apples, but there are a few more (apples to eat).’ 
 
If an incremental internal argument DP is based on a singular countable noun 
or a numerical QP, telicity is obligatory, but the DP allows for both definite and 
indefinite readings.  
 
(5)  Perfective sentence; undetermined singular DP; count noun, cf. (1a-b) 
 Vasja s’’-e-l  jablok-o (za dva čas-a  /     
 Vasja PRF-eat-PST.M apple-ACC in two-ACC hour-GEN   
* dva čas-a). 
two-ACC  hour-GEN  
 ‘Vasja ate an/the apple in two hours/*for two hours.’ 
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(6) Perfective sentence; undetermined DP with a cardinal numeral, cf. (1c) 
 Vasja s’’-e-l  tri jablok-a (za dva  čas-a  /   
 Vasja PRF-eat-PST.M  three  apple-GEN in two-ACC  hour-GEN 
 *dva čas-a). 
  two-ACC hour-GEN 
 ‘Vasja ate (the) three apples in two hours / *for two hours.’ 
 
From (3)-(6) two generalizations can be derived. First, Russian is like English 
in that complex event predicates denoted by vPs/VPs are quantized (=telic) iff their 
incremental arguments are quantized. Thus, (3), (5)-(6) all correspond to (1a-d) from 
English. Secondly, Russian is unlike English, since perfective clauses like (3) must 
be quantized/telic. As a consequence, their arguments must be quantized, too. 
Perfective atelic clauses with an indefinite plural/mass incremental theme similar to 
(2a-b) from English do not exist in Russian. The question, then, is why this should 
be the case. 
The intuition behind most current approaches to the typology of aspectual 
composition seems to be very straightforward. In languages like English, it is an 
internal incremental argument that decides if the whole VP is quantized. In 
languages like Russian, the perfective declares the whole VP quantized. As soon as 
the VP is quantized, an incremental argument cannot escape from being quantized, 
too.  
Crucially, if the perfective is not there, the interpretation of the incremental 
argument is no longer restricted.  
 
(7)  Imperfective sentence; undetermined plural argument 
 Vasja e-l  jablok-i. 
 Vasja eat-PST.M apple-ACC.PL  
 1. ‘Vasja was eating the apples.’ 
 2. ‘Vasja was eating apples.’ 
 
The key question that emerges at this point is what it is that makes the Russian 
perfective force the quantized interpretation of the complex verbal predicate. The 
literature suggests that the perfective shows this capacity to the extent that something 
goes wrong if it tries to combine with a non-quantized and cumulative predicate. 
This effectively makes perfective atelic clauses of the English type in (2) non-
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existent in Russian, and leaves us with perfective telic clauses in (3)-(6) as the only 
option.  
I would like to argue that properties of the perfective  are best accounted for 
if its semantics is endowed with a modal component. Specifically, I propose that the 
contribution of the Slavic perfective to the interpretation is two-fold. First, it 
introduces, as is commonly assumed, an operator mapping predicates of events to 
predicates of times in Klein’s (1994) style. Secondly and crucially, the perfective 
indicates that the evaluation world is one of those where an event that falls under a 
given event description is maximally realized. To implement this idea, a circumstantial 
modal base and an event-maximizing ordering source are introduced, the former 
defining a set of worlds where a relevant event occurs, the latter imposing a strict 
partial order on this set. This allows to derive peculiar aspectual compositional effects 
characteristic of Slavic languages whereby undetermined plural and mass 
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John ate an apple 
??
for ten minutes / 
OK




John ate the apple 
??
for ten minutes / 
OK
in ten minutes. 
3. 79 	; 
 	DP
 
John ate (the) three apples 
??
for ten minutes / 
OK
in ten minutes. 
4. 7  	DP
 
John ate (the) apples 
??
for ten minutes / 
OK




1. ; 8  
John ate soup 
OK
for ten minutes / *in ten minutes. 
2. ; 78  
John ate apples 
OK
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Vasja s’’-e-l   jablok-i     (za dva čas-a / 
Vasja PRF-eat-PST.M apple-ACC.PL  in two-ACC  hour-GEN  
* dva čas-a). 
 two-ACC hour-GEN 
 
 1. ‘Vasja ate (all) the apples (in two hours).’ 






(4) #Vasja s’’-e-l   jablok-i,      no  osta-l-o-s’   
Vasja PRF-eat-PST.M apple-ACC.PL  but   remain-PST-N-REFL  
ešče   neskol’ko. 
more   a.few 













Vasja  s’’-e-l   jablok-o    (za   dva    čas-a /           
Vasja  PRF-eat-PST.M  apple-ACC   in  two-ACC   hour-GEN   
* dva čas-a). 
two-ACC hour-GEN 




Vasja  s’’-e-l tri jablok-a     (za dva čas-a /  
Vasja  PRF-eat-PST.M three apple-GEN    in two-ACC  hour-GEN  
* dva čas-a). 
two-ACC hour-GEN 
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(7) :012&347!% 
Vasja e-l  jablok-i. 
Vasja eat-PST.M apple-ACC.PL 
1. ‘Vasja was eating the apples.’ 
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